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Marketing 
automation is 
the marketing 
counterpart 
to your CRM  
sales system.

Great Expectations

CRM SUPPORTS SALES...  
Your established customer 
relationship management (CRM) 
system has already proven its value. 
Introduced in the 1990s, CRM 
technology changed sales and 
customer success forever, providing 
the backbone of knowledge and 
power for coordinated prospect and 
customer engagement, sales, and 
support. When Salesforce introduced 
a SaaS model, the door to CRM 
was opened for small-to-mid sized 
businesses, who had all the same 
responsibilities as their enterprise 
cousins, but far fewer resources. 
As a result, CRM has become a 
standard for companies of all sizes.    

...BUT FAILS THE MARKETER 
For CRM’s many strengths, no 
CRM system offers what today’s 
marketer must have to support 
sales and business goals. 

End-to-end visibility and control 
over the entire lead and customer 
lifecycle are essential, from 
attracting new leads to facilitating 
the prospect’s exploration of your 
website, to sales enablement 
tactics such as supporting product 
training offers & upgrades. 

As Forrester notes, the lifecycle 
of lead-to-revenue management 
(L2RM) is not demand generation on 
steroids. It’s an opportunity to create 
a new customer engagement model. 

CRM alone doesn’t deliver.

http://www.Act-On.com
https://www.forrester.com/The+LeadToRevenue+Playbook+For+2015/-/E-PLA550


“Balance CRM and L2RM capabilities 
in a two-pronged approach... 

 
For most enterprises, engaging with 

prospects prior to their purchase, 
and engaging with customers post 
purchase, requires a two-pronged 

approach that leverages the 
strengths of a CRM application with 

the strengths of a L2RM solution. 
The two systems each automate 
‘half’ of one end-to-end process.

— CRM And Marketing Automation: 
Better Together,  

Forrester Research, Inc.,  
May 15, 2015
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Easing the buyer through the 
journey with well-calibrated and 
well-timed content marketing 
and other engagement strategies 
is a demanding and critical task 
that falls to marketing, and it is 
impossible to scale manually.  

Marketing is also expected to 
continue that timely relationship 
past the initial conversion, to 
maximize customer training, 
retention and upsell opportunities. 

Changes in Buying Behavior Drive 
Changes in Marketing

So what’s changed in marketing 
since the introduction of CRM? 
Certainly management’s bottom-
line goal remains constant: 
revenue generation, and more of 
it. However, the B2B buyer has 
changed; the buying process has 
changed drastically; enormous 
volumes of digital data have 
become available; and management 
now expects marketers to 
correlate and justify marketing 
spend with revenue and ROI.  

The majority of potential B2B buyers 
have moved online to explore 
solutions, research your company 
and your competitors, and read peer 
reviews. And while – in a very small 
company,the CEO may be the sole 
decision-maker, in most cases three 
to five people will participate in the 
decision. The reality today is that the 
B2B buying process begins when 
prospects see a social post or ad, 
read an ebook or attend a webinar. 

Prospects now spend the majority 
of their buyer’s journey in the care 
of the marketing team, usually well 
before sales is even aware of them. 

The marketer has adapted by 
employing new strategies. Lead 
management has become a 
multi-channel task of its own, 
under the proactive purview of 
the marketing department.   
• Identification of and outreach 

to prospects occurs at the right 
moment to turn information-
seekers into leads. 

• Lead analysis and list segmentation 
enable lead nurturing, which  
helps the buyer’s progress 
through the sales funnel.

• Lead scoring, a tactic in which 
historic buying signals are given 
point values that aggregate, 
allows marketers to evaluate a 
lead’s sales-readiness, based 
on agreements with sales.

Effective prospect and 
customer relationship 
management benefits 
your sales team by: 

• Nurturing prospects through 
the buyer’s journey

• Identifying sales-ready leads

• Prioritizing hot prospects

• Shortening the sales cycle

• Increasing retention
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When Marketing Automation and CRM 
Connect, Marketing Can Scale

• Create, automate, and measure lead nurturing and marketing campaigns, 
leading to conversion through timing and relevance. This is the old “right 
person, right message, right time” and it still works.

• Track website visits and view digital footprints that provideready clues on 
potential buyer interest, and in some cases show how sales-ready the buyer 
might be. 

• Understand and correlate website visits from multiple people at the same 
company, so you can signal the sales team that the buying process may 
involve more than one person.

• Score leads based on specific activities, profiles, and special events, resulting 
in lead qualification based on proven factors – actual, genuine, sales-ready 
leads. For example, if you’ve done the historical research to know that 
preferred customers’ buying journey usually includes a visit to your pricing 
page shortly before engaging with sales, then that page view should generate 
a lead score (and perhaps a phone call).

• Automatically manage, recycle, and reassign sales leads based on specific 
behaviors, resulting in less waste of valuable leads. This is especially 
meaningful if you have a long sales cycle or early-stage leads to keep track of 
that are not yet ready for your CRM database. 

As Forrester Research notes, it’s the “age of the customer.” Marketing automation lets marketers pay personalized 
attention to segmented leads, building closer relationships without straining resources. Lead management programs help 
you make strategic use of assets, delivering them when and where customers expect to find them.  Automated programs 
make it possible to replicate your successful campaigns and run them at scale, with less effort – and more precision.   

• Be an equal partner in defining lead 
qualification and lead hand-off timing. 

• See exactly why a lead has been 
qualified and assigned to them. 

• Fully understand, prioritize, and 
interact with only the hot prospects. 

• Have the intelligence about a prospect’s 
interests and activities that supports 
informed conversations targeted to 
demonstrated wants and needs. 

• Collaborate on the amount, type, and 
timing of content to prospects, resulting 
in a higher confidence level in leads. 

MARKETING CAN SALES CAN

Nurturing leads often results 
in bigger deal sizes. The 
buyer is better educated, 
and the relationships are 
stronger and more personal. 

http://www.Act-On.com
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Great Data Tells a Great Story

Trade show interactions, downloads, 
web page visits, online display 
and social advertising clicks, are all 
digital footprints that leads generate, 
signalling interest and opportunities. 

Ignoring this engagement data means 
that you’ll miss chances to build 
deeper relationships, quite possibly 
leaving revenue on the table. 

Acting on this data identifies prospects 
who can be nurtured into sales-ready 
leads, and possibly reveals the particular 
product or service they are interested in. 

The question is: how can this volume and 
variety of data be sorted out, put into a 
marketing-oriented system, acted upon, 
and managed – with your lean team? 
And how can you track attribution and 
engagement across multiple channels, 
and correlate your initiatives to revenue? 
How can you keep up with all of it?

When you create a 
campaign in your 
marketing automation 
system, it should map 
back to your CRM so that 
you can tie closed deals 
back to the campaigns 
that created them. 

This closed-loop 
reporting capability 
allows you to attribute 
revenue to campaigns 
and more accurately 
measure your ROI, giving 
you the information you 
need to make data-driven  
marketing decisions.

Use Data to  
Define and Identify 
Prospects

Develop  
Relationships 

Deliver Sales-Ready 
Leads to Your CRM 

Better Engage 
Customers 

http://www.Act-On.com


Better Together
CRM + MARKETING AUTOMATION = 

Align Marketing, 
Sales and 
Customer Success

From Lead to 
Revenue

From Attraction to 
Retention

From Anonymity 
to Advocacy 

CUSTOMER
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CRM and Marketing Automation  
Are Complementary

This chart notes the typical capabilities of most CRM and marketing automation systems. Certain CRM or marketing automation systems 
may have different capabilities, so this chart will not be accurate for every comparison; it is intended to serve as a general guide.

 CAPABILITY  CRM  Marketing Automation
Alerts from webpage visits No Yes, specific visitors and/or specific pages (e.g. pricing, forms, etc.)

Automated campaigns No Yes, drip, trigger, nurture, re-engagement, etc. 

Call logging Yes Yes, if integrated

Contact lists prioritized by lead score No Yes, with many (not all) CRM integrations

Contracts Yes No

De-Duplication No Yes

Dynamic list segmentation No Yes, by multiple factors

Emails: to individuals Yes Yes

Emails: to groups Yes, with limits Yes, without limits

Event registration No Yes, integrated with event apps and also contact databases

Forecasting Yes No

Form creation Yes Yes

Form feeds into database Yes, to crm Yes, can be directed to CRM, Marketing Automation or other

Landing page creation No Yes, can be created from scratch or from an email

Lead-readiness identification No Yes, through behavioral profiles and lead scoring

Lead scoring - actions No Yes, can be changed on the fly, can be aged out

Lead scoring - attributes Limited Yes, not limited

Media library Limited Yes: documents, images, etc. 

Native email marketing Limited Yes: marketing-created emails available in CRM

Opportunity creation Yes No, but helps identify and qualify opportunities through lead scoring

Social media integration and tracking No Yes, often with prospecting capabilities

Website visitor tracking No Yes, and tracking data feeds into contact activity histories

http://www.Act-On.com
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Marketing Automation 
Functionality Summary

www.Act-On.com

• Automated multi-step programs
• Website visitor tracking
• Prospect activity histories
• Lead scoring/qualification/assignment
• Segmentation by profile (industry, title, etc.)    
 and engagement (website visits, etc.)
• Easy asset creation  
 (emails, landing pages, forms, etc.)  
• Multi-channel campaign creation and coordination
• Integration with CRM and marketing tools
• Real-time activity alerts
• Revenue tracking by campaign 
• Sales and marketing alignment
• Reports that enable calibration and  
 fine-tuning  campaigns for maximum success
• Funnel reporting and analytics across 
 all channels
• A/B testing capability
• Account-based marketing (ABM) to an entire    
 accounts’ contacts 
• Advanced social media capabilities (track acquisitions,   
 engagement, audience, content, and advocacy)

Got CRM? |  8
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Choosing the 
right platform 
is much more 
than filling out a 
checklist  
of functionalities.

But...

Your own business processes, resources, goals, and budget should inform your selection 
of a marketing automation system that integrates with, and complements, your use of your 
CRM while meeting the needs of your business.  

 
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
• Your goals. Can the platform help you get from A to B? And then to C?

• Speed. How quickly can you get from start to value?

• Ease of use. Is the platform intuitive and easy to use? 

• Hidden costs. What will it cost for strategic planning and implementation?

• How difficult will integration be? Is it native or an API? Will it take more than one day? One week?

• Does the data sync automatically between the two systems, or must you do it manually? 

• Does the vendor’s onboarding program look sufficient? Is there a dedicated team to help you?

• How much support is included, and for how long? What happens when it ends?

• Does the platform have a native integration with your CRM?

• Does the platform support account-based marketing tactics such as account scoring?

• Does the solution support account profiles that roll up all contact-level engagement data?

• Your resources. Some platforms require a full-time dedicated resource to keep the gears turning.

• Your access to IT. Some platforms require ongoing attention from your IT department.
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Lift Your Bottom Line

The nexus of connected marketing automation and CRM 
is the central command center for managing and tracking 
campaigns across multiple channels through the entire lead 
lifecycle, from lead capture to revenue booked. The connection 
yields intelligence that can be gathered no other way.  

This intelligence enables marketing, service, and sales teams to work 
together to make smarter decisions about where to invest precious 
time, validate the activities that lift the company’s bottom line, and 
shape company culture and activities to focus on the customer.

Interested in learning more about specific ways marketing 
automation can help you expand your customer relationship 
management capabilities? Connect with Act-On today 
and let us help you put the wheels in motion.

As marketing 
automation grows, 
it will become the 
dominant system of 
engagement, while 
integrated CRM acts as 
the system of record 
feeding the campaigns. 

- PETER CHASE
Executive Vice President,  
   Business Development,  

   Scribe Software

http://www.Act-On.com
https://www.act-on.com/contact/


Act-On Software is a marketing automation company delivering innovation that empowers marketers to do the best 
work of their careers. Act-On is the only integrated workspace to address the needs of the customer experience, from 
brand awareness and demand generation, to retention and loyalty. With Act-On, marketers can drive better business 
outcomes and see higher customer lifetime value. The Act-On platform provides marketers with power they can 
actually use, without the need for a dedicated IT resource. 

About Act-On Software

Connect with us to learn more

www.act-on.com  | @ActOnSoftware |  #ActOnSW

See all of Act-On’s 
awards & accolades...

Acclaim for Act-On

2013, 2014, 2015
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